WEEK FOUR TRASH TALK
Not nearly as much criminal docket news this
week, but one thing is notable. The NFL has
started its pushback on the AP story of the “law
enforcement official” who sent the full elevator
video to the league now that AP has supplemented
its original report to reflect that the law
enforcement official sent the tape addressed to
Jeff Miller, the head of the NFL Security Office
in New York.
This is a sizable problem for the league. So now
the NFL is shopping, through its oh so
subservient mouthpiece ESPN, the posture that
the tape story is all a lie:
“Our office has found absolutely no
evidence to support the claim of the
anonymous ‘law enforcement source’ that
he sent a video to the NFL office or
that he received a telephone call to his
‘disposable cell phone’ from an
unidentified female using an NFL line,”
the league said.

This is simply pathetic. As if they had not
already engaged in enough mendacity and
duplicity over their handling of the Rice case,
now they are doubling down. Their defense to the
tape allegations is it is all a lie. That the AP
got hoaxed on their huge story. The AP, who
knows exactly the full identity of their source,
his law enforcement status, and presumably has
confirmed details. The NFL is the truth teller
and everyone else, from Ray and Janay Rice, to
Ozzie Newsome, to casino security, to the cops,
to the venerable AP…they all are lying. Yeah,
that’s the ticket. Roger Goodell and the NFL
grow exponentially more pathetic with each
passing day.
After Thursday night’s debacle here at Sun Devil
Stadium, it is hard to talk about football at
all. Very ugly. A possible upset special might
be Stanford at Washington. Tough conference game

and the Huskies are improved under Chris
Peterson. The national interest seems to be on
FSU and Heisman criminal Winston at NC State.
Hard to see the Wolfpack making a game of it,
but one can hope. Really not a lot of
interesting games this week.
On the beleaguered NFL side, there are a few
games worth watching. Starting, of course with
the best rivalry in the history of pro football,
Packers and Bears. It is at Soldier Field, so I
am not sure why the Cheese is a one point
favorite. The Pack is playing like crap so far
this year, no running game and an unusually
ineffective passing attack. I’ll take the Bears
here. Can the Lions stay on their early season
roll and beat the Jets Jets Jets? Yes, they can.
Eagles at Niners is really interesting. Eagles
are rolling, and San Fran is reeling. Oh, and
Jim Harbaugh really is a giant flaming
detestable asshole. So, I will be rooting for
the Iggles, plus they are more fun to watch.
Patriots have been horrible so far, especially
on offense. Still hard to see them not beating
the Chefs to go to 3-1 despite how bad they have
been. KC is still hung over from the Royals
making the playoffs.
On a sad note, this blog has lost another of our
old friends dating back to when we started. She
has been absent for about two years now, but
Skdadl was a great and wonderful presence in our
comment threads for a very long time. Now she is
gone. The full obituary for Susan Kent Davidson
is here, and she had a full life. RIP Susan.
On that melancholy note, I leave you to chat it
up.

